AgileHSM
Easy, efficient access to HSM as a service
In today’s fast moving enterprise IT environment, “cloud first”
is a common strategic aim of many organizations. With the
shift to the cloud, organizations benefit from the scale,
flexibility and resilience a cloud service provider can deliver
while enjoying reduced maintenance burden and a more
predictable monthly operational expense. This business shift
results in tension when cloud applications rely on hardware
security modules (HSMs), physical appliances that protect the
cryptographic keys that act as the root of trust for an
organization’s encrypted data.
With the increasing demands on enterprise security teams, finding skilled security professionals to
administer HSMs is an ongoing challenge. AgileHSM (HSM as a Service) provides the same features and
functionality as on-premises HSMs combined with the benefits of a cloud service deployment. This allows
customers to fulfill their cloud first objectives and leave the management and maintenance of these
appliances to the experts at Agilewing.

HSM as a service
AgileHSM (HSM as a Service) is a subscription-based solution for generating, accessing and protecting
cryptographic key material, separately from sensitive data. The solution uses dedicated FIPS 140-2 and
eIDAS (EN 419 221-5) certified HSMs. This cloud-hosted model gives organizations the option to either
supplement or replace HSMs in their data centers while retaining the same benefits as owning the
appliances.
AgileHSM allows enterprises to budget for security more
predictably, manage capacity based on demand, reduce their
data center footprints and decrease the time spent on routine
maintenance and monitoring tasks. Subscribed customers
interact with the cloud-based HSMs in the same way that they
would with appliances in their own dark data centers, but have
no need to receive, install and maintain physical hardware.
This often results in a shorter time between initial procurement
and use of the HSM and, therefore, faster deployment of
secured applications.
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Aligns with your security strategy and demands
AgileHSM is well-suited to align with any security strategy, whether an organization is adopting a cloud-first
approach for its cryptographic functions, selectively migrating specific services to the cloud, or enhancing
HSM capacity to handle occasional workload spikes.

Key Benefits
AgileHSM offers several key advantages over other options:

Customers own their
crypto resources and keys
and may use these across
their environment,
whether as-a-service or
hybrid model.

Only AgileHSM provides
customers on-demand
control to migrate and
expand their secure code
execution from an
on-prem HSM to the
cloud.

AgileHSM delivers FIPS
140-2 Level 3 and eIDAS
(EN 419 221-5 protection
profile) certified security of
keys, which is not
available with some cloud
key protection solutions.

Customers can continue
using the same business
applications with
AgileHSM and have the
option to access
enhanced HSM capacity
to handle occasional
workload spikes.

AgileHSM can be used
with multiple cloud service
providers, in contrast to
HSM services offered by
individual providers who
strive to lock customers
into their cloud
environments.

AgileHSM offers
customers a dedicated
HSM service. Customers
have full control of their
cryptographic keys - dual
control and full separation
of duties.
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AgileHSM deployment options and features
AgileHSM is available as either a Self-managed or Fully-managed deployment, as detailed in diagram.
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Agilewing is a global AWS Premier Consulting Partner and a company dedicated to innovative cloud technologies for
our customers. In 2020, we were awarded the “AWS APN Consulting Partner of the Year” and “AWS APN Security
Partner of the Year”. As AWS' very first Managed Security Service Partner in Asia, our commitment is to provide
enterprises with services for cloud migration, DevOps, information security, compliance, training, and cloud
operations. Agilewing also helps partners build, market, and sell AWS offerings by structuring cloud computing
partner ecosystem.

Learn more about AgileHSM:
www.agilewing.net
Email inquiry:
marketing@agilewing.net
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